Title word cross-reference

$1.2M \ [McM13]$.  $10 \ [Pop17a]$.  $100 \times \ [CEN14]$.  $145 \ [Cim19]$.  $190 \ [McK19]$.  $1m \ [Sou13]$.  $2 \ [Goo18]$.  $28.5 \ [Gre13]$.  $3.3 \ [Cim18a]$.  $37 \ [Lee13]$.  $400 \ [Nak18]$.  $400M \ [Gal18]$.  $530 \ [YWW\ +\ 18,\ YWS\ +\ 18]$.  $62m \ [Nic17]$.  $735 \ [Osb18b]$.  $\delta \ [LL17b,\ LL17c]$.  $\mathcal{PCS} \ [KLR\ +\ 17a]$.  $N \ [ZGR17]$.  2.0 [AMLH18, SI16, Six17b, SALY17, Uli16].  2014 [Uni14].  20th [GP17b].  34th [OF15].  3rd [ACM17d].  '83 [CRS83].  8th [Jue04].  

KKS$^{17c}$, LB18, LMLA17, LJG15, Lee13, Lee15, LW16, LD17, LBS$^{15}$, Li14, LZDA16, LKL$^{14}$, LT17, LZC$^{17}$, LLZ$^{17}$, LSH13, LN15, Lut17, LSP$^{15}$, CFvdPS15, MMR16, MG16, ML15, MLI17. **Bitcoin**

[Mat13, Mat14, MLM15, MLM16, MH$^{16}$, MSCH15, MSSH16, MSH17, MO15, Mic16, Mic14, MGGR13, ML14, MKKS14, MJS$^{14}$, MKKS15, Mil15, MB17, MM17, MK15, Möl13, MMT16b, MMT16a, MC13, MBB13b, MBB14, MB15, MES16, MBB13a, Mul14a, Mul14c, Mul14b, Mul14e, Mul14d, Mul14f, Mul14g, Mul14h, NC17a, Nak08a, Nak08b, NBF$^{16}$, NC17b, NHH16, NAH15, NAH16, NH17, Nic17, Nis16a, Nis16b, OM14, OKH16, Ohn16, Ort16, Peo13, Pav18, Pec13, Pec15, P16, PS16, PR16, Pla13, Pop15, Pop16b, Pop17a, Pop17b, Pop18a, Pop18b, PHD$^{17}$, Pro13, Pro14, RAH$^{15}$, RJK$^{17}$, Riz16, Ro13, RS13, RS14, Ros11, Rot17, RSK14, RMS17, SCYP17, SOA17, SI16, San14b, San14a, SSZ17, SK14, SK15, SK17, SCG$^{14}$, SMD14, Sch13, SBBR17, SBSR16].

**Bitcoin-like** [VGJ15]. **bitcoin-mining** [Hol18]. **Bitcoin-Netzwerke** [Six17a].

**Bitcoin-Ökosphäre** [Six17a]. **Bitcoin-Related** [KCD17]. **Bitcoin-Systems** [Six17i, Six17a]. **Bitcoin/USD** [HG15]. **Bitcoins** [ZDL17b, AF16, AFMD14, BDE$^{13}$, Brü17, Cap15, ES16, Gre13, Hol15, MY11, MC13, McM13, MPJ$^{13}$, MPJ$^{16}$, RKS15, Six17e, ZGH$^{15}$]. **BitConeView** [BDP$^{15}$]. **BitExTract** [YSZ$^{19}$]. **BitIodine** [SMZ14]. **bitstrings** [HS97]. **Bitter** [BBSU12]. **BIX** [Muf16]. **Blockchain** [vdHEM$^{17}$]. **Blind** [Cha83, WZQ$^{17}$]. **Blindcoin** [VR15]. **Blinded** [VR15]. **Blindly** [HBG16]. **Block** [BS16, BR18, BK18, OAB$^{17}$, SPB17, TSL$^{17}$, ZP17a, GK17, Ler14a, PB17]. **block-chains** [Ler14a].

**Block-Withholding** [SPB17].

**BLOCKBENCH** [DWC$^{17}$]. **Blockchain** [ACM17b, AK17, AB17, AKP17, AKP18, ACW17, ARBK17, Ale18, AvM18, ABL18, Ano18c, ATD17, AMVA17, ACC$^{17}$, AC17, BABD17, BT18a, BLBP17, BART17, Bec18, BR17, BDP17a, Ber17, BLS17, BSV17, BK17a, BK17b, Bhe17a, Blo18, BCM16, BKM$^{17}$, BC16a, BO17, Bri17, BFS17, BFLS18, BLNN17a, BLNN17b, Cae15, CDD17, CCMN17, CG16, CR17, CBWF17, CJW17, CXS$^{17}$, CQL18, Cob17, Dan17a, DNP17, DW18, DMH18b, DMH18c, DMH18d, DMH18h, DMH18k, DMR17b, Di 17, DT18, Dret17b, Dret17m, Dret17p, Dret17x, DF17b, DXR$^{17}$, DP18, DF17a, ET17, EZ17, EZ18, Ey17, Fai17, FNP17, Fot17, FRSU17, Gar17, GANAHJJ17, GBDPW17, GBS18, Ger16, GR17, GCD16, God15, GL16, Hal18, bAHRAK17, bAHRAK18, HL16, HBG16, HK18, HJPS16, HSB17b, HSB17a, HSB17c, HSB17d]. **Blockchain** [HSB18d, HSB18f, HSB18e, HSB18g, HSB18h, HSB18i, HP17, HP18, HTCW17, HTCW18, HLC17c, Hull17, Hur16, HRF17, IPSP17, IGRS16, JB17a, JB17b, JB18,
Contract-based [AB17]. Contracts [ACM17b, ADM14b, ABC17, BNMH17, BDLF+16, BKT17, BIo18, BS17b, BS18, DGHK17, EMEHR16, HBG16, IGRS16, JKS16, KUEE17, KUEE18, Kün16, LCO+16, Mor17j, NMH16, NPS+17, PP16, RBL+17, SW17, VTL17, ZCC+16, Gia15, Lev17].

Contribute [SYZ16]. Control [BLBS17, DMR17b, McL13, MCJ17, OEO16, OEO17, YWJ+16, Ker18b, Kra15, Kra16a].


Coordinator [VB08]. Core [Dre17f, VCLK17]. CORFU [MBD+12].

Corporate [Yer17]. Correct [KB14].

Correlation [VX17]. Cost [Ast16, Bac02b, LDH17]. Cost-Functions [Bac02b].

Could [CEN14, DXR+17, NH17, FS16, KLH16, LP18c, Tun18]. counter [Bac02a]. Countermeasures [AAG17, LKL+14]. Counting [Fin17a].

Countries [Ano18d, OA17, AR15]. Coup [MK15]. Course [JW16a, JW16b].

Covenants [CP17b, MES16]. Cracking [VSM+19]. Crash [JW16a, JW16b, Edw15].

Created [Pav18]. creates [Ole18]. creation [VG17].

Credentials [CDD17]. Credit [Kat16]. Crier [ZCC+16]. crime [Far18a, UJ16].


Crowd [BLNN17b, SVL17]. Crowd-Based [BLNN17b]. Crowdfunding [BO17, JCHSR16, ZZ16]. CRYPTO [CRSS83, Ale18, CXS+17, Cou14, GCR18, Gom16, Kan18, Ker18a, KN12, Lin15, McK19, WSZN18, BHI+14, Cae15, RSW96].

crypto-currencies [Cae15].

Crypto-Currency [Ker18a, KN12, CXS+17, BHI+14].

Cryptoassets [BT18b]. cryptocoins [Tun18]. Cryptocurrencies [ACM17b, AS14, AZV17, BNMH17, BBBS15, BMC+15, CR16, Dz15, GANAHJJ17, GCR18, HQR15, JB17a, JXK+17, NMH16, RC16, Zoh17, Ano13a, Ano18a, CV18, Cro18, G.17, Kug18, Rot17, Cap15].

Cryptocurrency [Abr16, Ano16b, Ano17e, Ano18c, Ano18j, BH15, BMM+18, CCMM17, Eya17, Ker18b, Kin13, LHZ17, LSS14, Osb18a, RQ18, SM-16, SL15, SL17, SALY17, VC15b, WREK18, YNS16, YWW+18, YWS+18, Abe18, Bar18, Cim19, Gal18, Goo18, Ito18, NBF+16, Ole18, Osb18b, Pa18, VC15a, Abr18].

Cryptocurrency-Executive [WREK18]. Cryptocurrency-stealing [LSS14].

Cryptoeconomics [BDP17a].

Cryptographic [GADO17, GCR16, GP17a, GG17, JW16a, JW16b, Mu16f, OF15].

Cryptography [CSN14, DH76, Fra14, JRB+17, Ker12, Sad13, BBMS14, BCJR15, CMR+16, GP17b, VY15, Jue04, WH17].

crypto-jacking [Ker18b]. Cryptolocker [LZDA16]. Cryptology [CRS83, OF15].

cryptomining [Seg18]. cryptosystems [Mer80].

Cryptography [CSN14, DH76, Fra14, JRB+17, Ker12, Sad13, BBMS14, BCJR15, CMR+16, GP17b, VY15, Jue04, WH17].

cryptojacking [Ker18b]. Cryptolocker [LZDA16]. Cryptology [CRS83, OF15].

cryptomining [Seg18]. cryptosystems [Mer80].

Cryptography [CSN14, DH76, Fra14, JRB+17, Ker12, Sad13, BBMS14, BCJR15, CMR+16, GP17b, VY15, Jue04, WH17].

cryptojacking [Ker18b]. Cryptolocker [LZDA16]. Cryptology [CRS83, OF15].

cryptomining [Seg18]. cryptosystems [Mer80].
cybersecurity [DSM+17]. Cycle [SW17, Tro14a, Tro15b]. cycles [HDM+14, Tro14b]. Cycling [JMK17].

Development [AKP17, AKP18, DSN17, HS16d, Lei16, Bra15a].

Developments [DMH18k]. Devices [HS16c, LMWL17, OY17, HCW+18, LL16, LL17a]. dezentrals [Six17e], Dhabi [ACM17a, ACM17b, ACM17d]. diced [Nic17]. Did [RS14]. Dies [McK19].

Difference [Nis16b]. Differences [Mul14c]. Difficulty [AKP18, AKV17, DSN17, HS16d, Lei16, Bra15a].

Digital [AKP18, ACV17, BBM+18, Cha81, EL14, Gev16, KKS14, LPSZ18, Mer88, MK15, Mor17h, OZ16, Pav18, Pop15, Pop16b, Smo18, Spr13, TS16, Vel16, Zel16, Bar18, BHS93, BGPW16, CJW17, CRdK16, Goo18, HS91, HS16a, Ker14, KH16, Lee15, Pan96, RBBM17, TF16, Uri17, VCI5a, VC15b, AKP17].

Dilemma [Eya15]. Dilemmas [KKS+17c].

dimensionen [Hal18]. Diplomacy [Ber17].

Directed [RJK+17], Directions [DH76, HHK18, PPMT17, Son16]. Disambiguating [MS15].

Discourage [MKKS14, MKKS15].

Discovering [Dre17f, EZ17, EZ18].

Discovery [ACW17]. Discuss [FF17].

Discussion [Ali15, HS17c, HS18g].

Disincentivize [ES14a]. Disk [GL00].

Dispute [BT18a]. Disputes [ABL18].

Disruption [BBBB15], Disruptive [DT18, FRSU17, GR17], disruptiver [FRSU17].

Distributed [ALPBT17, AGKN18, AABM17, Brott17, CZJ+17, EGB18, ECD17, EG17, HL16, HLC+17a, Her17, Hull17, JCHSR16, KMOD17, LDWS17, Lau11b, LS17, LLW17, LSP+15, MCM+17, Mei18, MGGR13, NIST+17, Poe14, RLT17, S16d, Str18, TD17a, Wat17, Wel18, ZWQ+16, BS15, CK16, Her19, PLSS17, ZWH18].

Distributing [Dre17g]. Distribution [Ye10].


DLoc [ECD17]. DLT [Lim18].

[SIDV14, Kug18]. Docker [XJR+17].

Doctrinal [HA15]. doctrinarisch [HA15].

document [HS91]. Documentation [Ano17b].

[DSU17, Does [HSB17c, HSB18g, SGD+17, Ste17, Ano17d, Fai17, RE18]. Domain [JB18, RBS17].

Dominant [AC17]. Don’t [MHH+16, Pal18]. doors [LZDA16].

Doppelgänger [KKS+17b]. DoS-resistant [Voi11].

Double [DNY17, KAC12, KAR+15, LZC+17, aNOE17, PR16, DB16, YSLH17].

Double-Financing [aNOE17].

Double-spend [PR16]. Double-Spender [DNY17].

Double-Spending [KAR+15, LZC+17, KAC12, YSLH17].

Down [Son14, Vig15, Zet13, Sha17].

DPM [GANAHHJ17].

DPS [FF17]. DPS-Discuss [FF17].

Dread [Roo18].

Dreamers [DMH18a].

Drive [BK17a, BK18, Seg18]. Drive-by [Seg18].

Driven [HSB17b, HSB17a, HSB18f, HSB18e, HSB18h, DMR18].

Drones [SYK17].

Drug [Zet13, Gei16].

Dry [LJG15].

DSA [GGN16, GGK+14].

DSA/ECDSA [GGN16, GGK+14].

Doubt [Roo18]. Due [Ami16, MC13].

dumber [Ito18].

dummies [Ant16]. d’une [San14b].

Duplication [KKS+17b].

Dutch [B17, Bar17, KUE17].

Dynamically [KJ17, KJ18].

EDS15, Bha18, Gk17].

E-Cash [MGGR13, BB15, Nak08b].

E-commerce [XLM+17].

E-Democracy [QFML17].

E-Governance [QFML17].

E-Voting [HTCW17, HCTCW18].

Early [KD16, Mul14g].

earned [Tun18].

Earnings [Mat13].

Earns [WvB14].

East [Ber17].

Easy [But13a]. Ecash [Pan96].

Ecash™ [Sch98].

ECBC [XZK+17].

ECDSA
[DS17b, GGN16, GGK+14, Lin17].

**Economic**
[Bon16a, DeiFP18, EKK+17, Eva14, Hal18, Pav18, VC15a, VC15b, VCS03].  
**Economics**
[Bhe17b, BCEM15, CG16, Fra14, HS16d, Hou14b, Ker18a, HS16a, KDF13].

**Economies**
[MDAP16, MAP16].  
**Economy**
[BDP17a, Bhe17c, XSC+17, Har17, LP18c, Sir16b, Swa15b, TKW15].

**Ecosphere**
[Six17a, Six17f].

**Ecosystem**
[Cus14a, GHMO17, GDP+17, Kab17, VTM14, Cus14b, DMH18b, MBB13a, MBB13a, YY17].  
**Ecosystems**
[SW17, Sto17].  
**Edge** [SD16a].  
**Editor**
[WR16, Wil17].  
**Education**
[RDD17, SL17, CXLC18].

**Educational**
[HRE17, SD16b, XZK+17].

**Edward**
[Ano16b, SM-16].

**effect** [NC17a].

**Effective**
[MCD15].

**Effects**
[MGI17, OOF+17, KCS+14].

**efficiency**
[BHS93].

**Efficient**
[DS17b, FYK+17, JKKX16, Lau11b, MHWK16, RAH+15, TD17b, XZK+17, XCG+17, ES16, Lau11a, LLZ+17, VD17, WDL+18].

**Effing** [MSC15].

**Effort**
[Coe08].

**eGose** [ACM17c].

**eHealth**
[DXR+17, SDT17].

**Eigentumsrechten**
[HP17, HP18].

**Einordnung** [SKG12].

**Einsatz**
[DF17a, DF17b].

**Einsteiger**
[Ale18].

**EIP**
[Woou14].

**EIP-150** [Woou14].

**elastic** [Sch14b].

**Election**
[MG17, electric].

**KUE17, ZW15, ZW17.**

**electricity** [Fai17].

**Electronic**
[ACM17c, Ano17a, Cha81, MY11, OO91, Sub17, Nak08a, Pan96, Sub18].

**Elecrum**
[VCL17].

**elements** [Ur17].

**eliminate**
[LLZ+17].

**elliptic** [WHJ17].

**Elon**
[Sha17].

**emails** [Pal18].

**Embedded**
[LMWL17, LL16, LL17a].

**embrace** [Cae15].

**Emerging**
[ACW17, KD16].

**Empirical**
[LL17, MC13, VTM14, Vd16, WLXC17, CF15, BBBBB15].

**Empower**
[DXR+17].

**Enabled**
[Las17, LN17, SS17b, BK+17, DMH18b].

**Enabler**
[CBWF17, SS17a].

**Enabling**
[ABL18, 0ln16, XSC+17].

**Encrypted**
[AAG17, DCK17, FYK+17].

**Encryption**
[DDX17, FYK+17, LLW17, Mer88].

**End**
[BMM17, MBB+15, Rot+17].

**End-to-end**
[BMM17].

**Energy**
[LDWS17, Pop18a, Kug18, MNB+17, OM14, TKW15].

**Enforcement**
[ME17, WBK+17].

**Enforcing**
[Ze16, engine].

**Engineering**
[Fra14, PMMT17, Sv17].

**Enhance**
[SOA17].

**Enhanced**
[CC16, LST+17, XJY17].

**Enhancing**
[CP17b, MO15, WA15, Hea13].

**enigma**
[Nis16a, enormous [Fai17].

**Enough**
[ES14b, ES18].

**Enterprise**
[Mor17a, dKW17].

**entire** [Nic17].

**entities**
[YY17].

**Entrepreneur**
[IM16].

**entrepreneurship**
[NC17a].

**entropy**
[PW17].

**Entwicklung**
[FRSU17].

**Environment**
[LST+17, KK17b, LL16, LL17a, Li14, WIL+13].

**EPBC**
[XCG+17].

**EPR**
[PLSS17].

**Equihash**
[BK17b].

**equity**
[ZZ16].

**Equivocation**
[RS15, TD17b].

**era**
[dS17a].

**Erratum**
[ZFY17, ZDL17].

**Erste**
[SKG12].

**Escrow**
[WLY17].

**ESORICS**
[GANAHHJ17].

**estimated** [Nic17].

**Estimating**
[Bon14a].

**estimation**
[Kat17, YV17].

**ETH**
[Os18a].

**Ethereum**
[ABBS18, ABC17, BKT17, BCM16, Bon16b, BO17, But13b, CCMN17, Dan17b, DMH18g, DMH18m, Hid17, JCHSR16, KLM17, MB17, NPS+17, Six17g, Wou14, ZW+17].

**EtherQL**
[ILZ+17].

**Ethics**
[AM15, UJ16].

**EthiIKS**
[Bon16b].

**Eurasia**
[ACM17c].

**EUROCRIPT**
[OF15].

**Europe**
[Ker18b].

**European**
[Gim16, LD17].

**EV**
[HZL19].

**Evaluating**
[AKR+13].

**Evaluation**
[ACW17, DCK17, FOA16, IGRS16].

**Even**
[Ler14a, VM15].

**Event**
[Hul17, Tac17].

**Event-based**
[Hul17].

**eventual**
[Sir16a].

**ever**
[Cim19, Fai17].

**Everyone**
[GH17].

**Everything**
[Fai18a].

**Evidence**
[DVR16].

**Evil**
[Kru13].

**Evolution**
[FPKH17, KBS17, Kün16, Smo18, Tay17, WL15, OC16].

**Examining**
[KCD17, VBS+17, Un14].

**Exchange**
[CC16, HG15, JMM14, MSCH15].
Exchanging [WvB14]. Exclusive [WREK18]. exclusively [CSG+18].

Executive [WREK18].

Experience [Riz16]. [BWZ17].

Explaining [BWZ17]. exploited [Fi18].

Exploiting [MHH+16]. DMR18.


Exploratory [BO17]. LW16. explorer [KK17b].


Extending [BLMR14]. FYK+17. Wij16. extension [Bak09].


Fabric [BSV17]. Vuk16. Facebook [dS17a].

Facilitate [NH17]. Facilitative [KCD17].

Factor [ML15, ML17]. Factors [KCD17]. ZDL17a. ZDL17b.

Factors [EDS15].


Fair-Exchange [JMM14]. Fairness [CGJ+17]. GDTP17. Fall [Son14].

falls [Lee13]. Fambit [HRE17]. far [Goo18].

Farming [PTPR17, PTPR18].


Fault-tolerant [BSV17]. FAW [KKS+17c].


Fears [HM18]. Feasibility [JCG17, SL18].


Finance [Lin15]. fights [Tun18]. Filters [GCKG14].

Financial [Bhe17d]. Edw15. Eya17. HSB17b. HSB17a. HSB17c. HSB17d. HSB18a. HSB18b. HSB18f. HSB18g. HSB18h. HSB18i. TBY17.


Flow [BS17a]. YK15. flows [BDP+15]. Fluctuations [EDS15]. Focus [TKW15].

Fog [HCW+18]. folly [Sch14b]. footprint [OM14]. Forecasting [YK15].

Forensics [NHM16]. Foreseeable [ATD17].

Forging [Pop16a]. Fork [KLM17]. KKS+17c. forkable [WDL+18].

Forkbase [WDL+18]. Forks [LK17].


Fortune [Pop17b]. Found [Kee16]. Pop17b. YWJ+16.


Founder [McK19]. Founding [EL14].

FowlerNollVo [VFN91]. FPGA [SNM17].

Fractal [DVRM16]. fractality [LB18].

Frage [BP17b]. Fragmentation [Bhe17d].

Framework [AVM18]. BLPB17. DWC+17.


Fraud
[CZ16, CBWF17, HRF17, Kru18, MMT16b, RRCL17, Kha15, MMT16a, VD17].

fraudulent [LW16].

Free [SPB17, VM15, Six17f]. FreeBSD [Ano18b].

freedom [TF16]. Frees [Hon14b]. Freecoin [TF16]. French [San14b, TFG17].

Frequency [Via16]. Friends [AMVA17].

frozen [Cim19]. FruitChains [PS17]. Fuel [Car15].

Fulfilment [Nis16b]. Full [Ano18b, HSB17c, HSB18g, MMR16, RS13].

Funds [Cim19]. fund [Pan96]. fundamental [CF15]. Funding [BDW17, LHZ17].

funktioniert [RE18]. Funktionsweise [Ker14, RE18, Six17h]. Further [Dre17u].

Future [BBBB15, BK17a, BK18, Car15, EGB18, Her17, JKS16, MDAP16, MAP16, PP16, Son16, Fri14, SKG13].

governmental [CF15]. organised [CF15].

Function [Bac03, Mer88, VFN91]. Functional [OOF +17]. functionality [Wij16].

functioning [Ker14]. Functions [Bac02b, Ler13, SBBR17, Per09]. fund [Pan96].

Gamble [Roo18]. Gambling [MCHM17, MMM17]. Game [Hou14a, Hou16, JLG +14, Kra16b, LJG15, LBS +15, Ort16].

Game-Theoretic [JLG +14, LJG15]. Games [KKKT16, LSP +15].

Gaming [Pia16]. Gap [Dan17a].

GARCH [Kat17]. Gasp [Bue18].

Gateway [YWJ +16]. Gave [Pav18].

geautomatisiert [PdWWS16]. Geld [Möl13, Cap12]. Geldwährungen [WLS17].

Geleit [LPW17a, LPW18, LPW17b].

General [BLPB17, Int14, SV16, DB16].

Generalized [BK17b]. Generals [LSP82].

generated [Goo18]. Generating [BBM +18].

Generation [AMLH15, BH15, But13b, OA17, AMLH18, BHI +14].

Genius [Gei16]. Genomic [PKP17]. Geospatial [FHS +17].

German [ABR17, Ale18, Ano16a, Blo18, BP17b, Cap12, Dix17, DF17b, FRSU17, GH17, HP17, Ker14, KFR17, LPW17b, MG16, Möl13, PB17, Pla13, RE18, RBM17, San14a, Six17a, Six17d, Six17c, Six17h, Six17f, Six17i, Six17j, SKG12, SKG13, Sto17, WLS17].

Geschäftsmodule [RB17]. Get [WM18, Cim19, Pec15].

GHash.io [Mat14].

GHOST [KKS +17a]. Gibbard [Ano18f].

Gifted [Ro13]. giuridica [Cap15].

Glimpse [LMLA17, Pav18].

Godel [WM18, Cim19, Pec15].

GHash.io [Mat14].

Gibbard [Ano18f].

Gott [Ro13].

Govern [RRD17]. Governance [ACM17e, BCEM15, Mor17b, QFLM17, ROH16, Yer17, CV18].

Governing [LDH17, NOT15].

Great [WA15].

Green [PTPR17, PTPR18, CCMN17].

Grid [GH05, KUE17, KUE18, ALP15, MNB +17].

Grind [JB18]. Group [OOF +17, Tum18].

Grouping [NTKS17]. grow [Ker18b].

Growing [JB17b]. grows [SZ13].

Grundlage [RB17]. Grundlagen [BP17b]. guarantees [CCMN17, Sir16a].

Guidance [Int14].

Guide [Sch14a, BDP17a, BT18b, Mil15, Pro13, Pro14].

Guidelines [BO17]. gut [Pla13].

Gyges [JKS16].

Hack [McM13, Nak18, WSZN18]. Hacked [Abe18, DMH18c]. Hacker [Osb18a].
[BDP17b]. Industry

Kademlia [MCD15]. KARMA [VCS03, GH05]. Keep [WM18]. Kernel [WRB15]. Kernel-Level [WRB15]. Key


malicious [Xu16, BBM+18]. Malleability [ADMM15, DW14, PW17, RAH+15, LLZ+17]. Malta [JRB+17]. Malware [Ami16, Cim18b, DH17, Ker18b, Bar18, LSS14, Pal18, Tun18]. managed [LMH16]. Management [ACV17, DP18, GANAHHJ17, HP17, HP18, KKS14, VMM17, XWW17, YW18, ZWQ+16, Cus14b, EBSC15, Wij16, ZWGC19].
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